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The energy· momentum tensor of a scalar field for an evaporating black hole modeled by the twodimensional Vaidya metric is examined. It is shown that the energy flux from a naked singularity, formed when a black hole disappears, can be divergent even when the mass M disappears with the conditiondM/dv -+O(v the usual advanced time). 

It is widely believed that a black hole which is 
formed by collapse of matter radiates the thermal 
radiation whose temperature is proportional to 
the surface gravity. 1) In its original derivation, it 
is assumed that the spacetime is static or 
stationary to calculate this Hawking radiation. 
This assumption will be valid only when the 
radiated energy is negligibly small compared with 
the mass energy of the black hole. .When the 
radiation becomes sufficiently large, it will be 
modified via the Einstein equation_ However, we 
have no formula to describe such a situation. If 
we want to consider the back-reaction effectively, 
we may consider a dynamical geometry as a 
background spacetime as the first step. 

The model spacetime is as follows: 

1 

0, v< - vo(region I ) 

M,( v)= m( v), - Vo< v< O(region II) 

0, v>O(region III), 

(2) 

Hiscock2
) considered the energy-momentum 

tensor of a massless scalar field in the two-dimen
sional Vaidya spacetime without angl;!lar part 
This procedure corresponds to the geometrical 
optic approximation in four-dimensional space
time3

) and we have a general formula for calculat
ing the energy-momentum tensor in two-dimen
sional spacetime.') He examined the situation 
that the black hole evaporates out and disappears 
at the finite time without creation of infinite radia
tion, and concluded that the finite radiation is 
created if the black hole decreases its mass M(v) 
to zero with the condition M( = dM/dv) =0. We 
cannot, however, conclude in such a way. In this 
letter we shall examine the energy-momentum 
tensor of a scalar field in an explicit model 
spacetime of which we can put the metric into 
double null form, and show that there is a counter
example against Hiscock's condition. 

The two-dimensional imploding Vaidya metric 
is given by 

Fig. l. Penrose diagram of the model for evapo
rating black hole. Regions I and III are flat 
spacetimes, and region II is an imploding Vaidya 
spacetime. The singularity is represented by a. 
jagged line and the point p is the naked singular
ity. Event horizon and Cauchy horizon are re
presented by EH and eH respectively. 
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where 

_ /3x 2 
m(v)- 2(1-2/3x) (3) 

with 

_1 ~ 
x - 2/3 (1-v 1 +2/3v). (4) 

From the regularity of the metric we must restrict 
/3 and Vo so that the condition 2/3vo<1 is satisfied. 
Note the mass satisfies the condition m(O)= m(O) 
=0. The discontinuity of the mass at the time v 
= - Vo must be considered as the collapse of o· 
functional shell. The spacetime structure is 
shown in Fig. 1. We can transform the metric in 
each region into the doub~e null form as 

! 
dudv, (region I ) 

ds2= C(r,v)drdv, (region II) 

dUdv. (region Ill) 

In region II, C and r are given by 

C(v,r)= /3;~~z (/ZJ,(2/7fZ) 

(5) 

+x!7fJO(2/7fZ»2 (6) 

with 

'In region I, we have 

In region II, we haveS) 

and 

z=r-/3x2 

r= /ZN,(Z/7fZ)+x!7fNo(2/7fZ) 
/ZJ,(2/7fZ)+x!7fJo(2/7fZ) , 

(7) 

(8) 

where Jv and N v are the Bessel functions of the 
first and second kind of order II. For the case 
z<O,. we must analytically continue the metric 
coefficient C and the coordinate r. In such a 
region, the regular retarded time is given by 
f ( = r - i). Note the line z = 0 corresponds to 
the event horizon. The relations between the 
retarded null times u, r (or f) and U are given by 
the continuity of the metric at the boundary of 
each region. 

As the metric can be put into double null form 
for whole spacetime, we can apply the general 
scheme to obtain two·dimensional energy· 
momentum tensor developed in Ref. 4). We shall 
dlOose the initial positive frequency modes as 
exp(iwu) and exp(iwv). By the coordinate 
transformation, we can obtain the energy
momentum tensor of the created particle in each 
region. 

(tt, II = U, v) (9) 

247rTn=A(r, v)-A(r, -vo), (10) 

247rTvv= ~i4('/P~ _1)3 {/3x 3(12/32x 2-6/3x + 1)+4x(2/32x 2-2/3x + 1)z +4(1- /3x)z}, (11) 

_ . 7r/3zx 2 I , r;; 2 

247rTvr - r4(1-2/3x) (vzJ,+Xv/3Jo) , (12) 

where 

7r 2/3 A( r, v)= 2r4 (/ZJ, + x!7f JO)4{/3x 4+4x2(/32x 2- /3x + 1)z +4x(/3x -1 )z2+4z3}, (13) 

and the arguments of the Bessel functions are 

2/7fZ. The energy-momentum tensor is found to 
be finite except at the ,singularity r=O(note 
1-2/3x >0 in region II). The coordinate r 
behaves badly as z .... O (event horizon), but the 

examination of the energy-momentum tensor 
components in the Kruskal type (e''', v) coor
dinate system which is regular on the event hori
zon shows that they are finite there. In region III, 
we have 

Tvv= Tvu=O, (14) 

967rTuu = 2r,4[J'(2~)]'Z/ . {;Z;J, (2JijZ;)+ x,!7f fo(2JijZ;)}, 

x {/3x,4+4x/(/32x,2~/3Xl + 1)z, +4x,(/3x,_1)z,2+4z,3}- 2/3 
. &' 

(15) 
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where zo=z(v=O), rl = r(v= - vol, Zl =z(v= - Vol and Xl =x(v= - Vol. The equation r=constant gives 
the following equation: 

1Z1]I(ZI1£)+XIIii]o(zl1£) 
]1 (z/liZo) 

If the condition (:3zo~l, (:3zl~l is satisfied, from 
Eq. (16) and the relation Zo = ~ U/ Z, we can 
obtain the expression for Tuu for sufficiently 
small U. It is finally given by 

(17) 

Then we can see that the energy flux of the 
created particle is quartic ally divergent on the 
Cauchy horizon U=O. This should be compared 
with the fact that the divergence is quadratic 
when the mass disappears with the condition M 
= finite < 0.2

) 

Though our model is one possible example in 
which mass disappears as M = 0, the above result 
is enough to show that the divergent situation on 
the Cauchy horizon is not altered by simply re
quiring the mass to disappear with the condition 
M =0, which is contradictory to Hiscock's conclu
sion.2

) This is because his conclusion is based on 
the perturbation of the outgoing null geodesic 
equation around that on the flat spacetime (such a 
perturbation is not valid near the singularity). 
Considering that for the case M ~ v2 particle 
creation becomes more divergent compared with 
the case M ex: - v, we want to claim that any 
model in which mass disappears with the condi
tion M = 0 creates infinite flux on the Cauchy 
horizon .. 

Next, let us consider the opposite case, i.e., a 
model in which mass disappears with the condi
tion M -> -00. Suppose the mass in region II is 
given by 

(18) 

where w=-v, (:3>0 and l/Z<a<l. The outgo
ing null geodesic satisfies the following equation: 

( w ) dz y--+z -+z=O Z dy , (19) 

where y=w/Z+(:3wa and z=r-(:3wa. In this 
case the line z = 0 is the event horizon as before. 
The solution of Eq. (19) for small w is given by 

z=-y+/y2+ZD+O«(:3-llay l!a), (ZO) 

IZINI(zl1£)+ Xliii No (zl1£) 
Nl(Z/liZo) 

(16) 

where D is a constant. If we continue the outgo
ing null geodesics from region I to III, we can 
obtain Tuu in region III as before .. The result for 
small Vo is 

3y/ 1 
Z47[Tuu~ 8D y/+ZD 

3yl4 1 
16D (yI 2+ZD)2, (Z1) 

where Yi = y( v = - vo). If we take the limit D -> 0 

and use the relation z(v=O)=/2i5=-U/Z, we 
have . 

3 
Z47[Tuu~ ZU2 (ZZ) 

near the Cauchy horizon. Then this model also 
creates a divergent flux on the Cauchy horizon. 

As a model for evaporating black hole should 
create finite energy flux by the energy conserva
tion,6) it seems that the imploding Vaidya 
spacetime cannot represent the model. Though 
there exists a possibility that the use of two
dimensional energy-momentum tensor calculation 
gives rise to the divergence, it seems that the full 
four,dimensional calculation would not give 
qualitatively different results as have been shown 
in the various works. 4),7)_9) We must perhaps 
consider an effect of outgoing created particles. 
This may be modeled by using exploding Vaidya 
spacetime in region III. There is another possi
bility that we must always consider the effects of 
the ingoing and outgoing created particles at the 
same time and the use of the Vaidya spacetime is 
unsuitable for the model of the evaporating black 
holes. 

The author is grateful to Professor H. Nariai 
for continuous encouragement and to Dr. A. 
Tomimatsu for useful discussions. Algebraic 
calculations have been performed on HITAC M
ZOO in the Information Center of Hiroshima Uni
versity. 
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